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Following a vision that comes from the antic Greek culture (we refer to Salem (1997)), we call
« elementary particle » or « atom » any natural « object » whose qualitative properties are modified
in each subset  if we divide it  into two parts.  The fractaquantum hypothesis,  proposed in 2002,
claims  that  the  quantum  approach  can  be  considered  for  any  undivisible  element  in  Nature,
whatever his size. 

Recall  that  the  quantum theory,  see  e.g.  Cohen  Tannoudji  et  al  (1977)  or  d'Espagnat  (2002),
distinguish between « matter » (Fermi-Dirac statistics) and « relations » (Bose-Einstein statistics)
and strongly suppose that all elementary particle of the same type are undistinguishables. Moreover

the  Pauli  principle  claims  that  identical  fermions,  i.e.  elements  of  « matter »  can  not  be
« simultaneously » at the same position in space. 

Fractaquantum hypothesis is relevant for small  space scales (chemistry,  atomic physics, nuclear
physics...). Due to the fact that macroscopic « atoms » are distinguishables, this hypothesis could be

a priori considered as irrelevant  for macroscopic scales that include biology or sociology. One
could conclude that the fractaquantum hypothesis is absurd and do not consider it anymore. Our
reflexion is first motivated by classical philosophical observations introduced by Descartes (1641) :
« the appearances are misleading ». We do not forget also that history of science show examples of

theories that « did not work » in a first tentative. We refer e.g. to the Copernicus system, as related
by A. Koyré (1966). A contradiction between theory and observation can be present at the « zero
order » of the theory. 

Following the quest of d'Espagnat, we must in consequence re-consider a lot of concepts that are a

priori « obvious » in  our  classical  vision,  and in  particular  the  strong coupling  between space,
matter and interaction. From the Pauli principle, the « atoms » are localized in space in a unique
poition. We prefer to consider that « matter and relations create space ». A major open question is
due to the nonlocallity of physical effects in quantum physics. We propose here to consider that an
« intricated  atom »  occupies  only  one  « position »  in  a  « space »  different  from  the  (locally)
Euclideian space usually  used in physics.  With this point  of view, the experiment  proposed by

A. Aspect  et al  (1982) could be understood by considering « space » as a mathematical quotient
space. In other words, the space is not a necessarily a « separated topological space ». 

We focus also on the fact that reality of explanation is generally hidden. If we take the example of
electricity  and  more  generally  of  electromagnetism,  the  major  macoscopic  apparence  of  this
interaction is the thunderbolt. Modern science has shown that electromagnetic interaction is present



all the microscopic scales of matter, and in particuler the atoms and molecules (see again Cohen

Tannoudji et al !) In a similar way, intricated matter could also be present in a lot of other situations
that the photons of Aspect's experiment. 

After having taken into account a lot of uncertainties concerning the fractaquantum hypothesis, we
explore in this contribution the universal way in which the union of two « atoms » linked by some
relation becomes a « new relation », an « intermediate boson » or a so-called « q-angel » (2003).
For example, a molecule results of two atoms linked by electromagnetic interaction, as weel known.
But in a similar way, at the human scale, two persons having a discussion form during the time of
the interaction a « boson » devoted to the relation, to the subject of the dicussion. Other examples
like love between a man and a woman or a pregnant woman in relation with her child will be also
discussed. 

The next step is to consider the « complex association » of « atoms » linked by « relations ». A first
example at the macroscopic scale is the crowd and its « libidinal links », as first suggested by Freud
(1921). In this case, the structure is fragile and the rupture of the links with the leader provocates
the panic. Elements of graph theory and associated discrete topology allow to rigorously define
loops. A fundamental observation done by major authors like Atlan (1979) or Eigen (1971) is that
permanent living structures incorporate in their graph of relations the presence of loops. In some
sense, « intelligence is in the loops » ! 
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